offshore wind

Damen vessels provide support from the planning phase and site selection
up to the installation phase of offshore wind farms.

survey
Damen vessels can be deployed right from the start.
When planning new offshore wind farms and gathering
metocean data, they operate as the (simple or high-tech)
platforms for doing so. Thus, our vessels assist in providing
key input to decisions surrounding the feasibility of new
developments, design and installation of a wind farm.
n Hydrographic Survey Vessels
n Utility Vessels
n Research Vessels
n Multi Cats
n Shoalbusters

Installation

Operations & maintenance

Damen vessels are being used in various roles
during the installation phase. From transport, installation
support up to actual installation.
n Offshore Carriers
n Heavy Lift Vessels
n Pontoons & Barges
n Utility Vessels
n	Support vessels:
Multi Cats, Shoalbusters, High Speed Support Vessels

supply support

Damen vessels have been designed to provide you
access to your windturbine at the best costprice.
n High Speed Support Vessels
n Accommodation Barges
n Accommodation Support Vessel 8316

damen services

references

In 2007 all EU countries agreed to the 20-20-20 targets, which aim to
decarbonise their economies and improve energy security. One such goal is
for 20% of energy consumption to come from renewable sources by 2020.
In 2008 renewables accounted for just 10% of energy consumption across the EU-27.
In January 2011, the European Commission said that the EU should be able to meet
its renewables target, provided that member states fully achieve their plans and
financing instruments are improved. Under the submitted National Renewable
Energy Action Plans, the EU would have 46.4 GW of offshore wind operating in 2020,
which would constitute 9.6% of renewable energy capacity and meet 4.1% of the
EU gross electricity generation.
This would entail new installations of 43.4 GW of capacity between 2011 and end 2020.
Damen is committed to bringing reliable cost-effective solutions to the market and
help the offshore wind industry meeting its challenges.
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Advantages of standardisation
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n

Fast response to customer requests
Competitive pricing
Short delivery times due to stock hulls
Reliability, proven and tested technology
Continuous product development
Interchangeability of ships, crew, spares
Lower maintenance costs
Guaranteed performance
Benchmark for the industry
High second-hand value

Standard designs can always be adapted
with various options to suit your specific job

fcs 5611

Standardisation

fcs 5009

key to success

Damen’s focus on standardisation is undoubtedly one of our fundamental
corporate values. In 1969, Jan Damen handed the reins over to his son
Kommer Damen. The modular building concept was one of the first
initiatives Kommer Damen introduced after listening carefully to client
feedback.

fcs 3507

Four decades ago the standardisation concept was totally new in the
shipbuilding industry and this is still and even today it is still unique.
In each of our niche markets – from offshore wind support vessels to
luxury yachts to dredgers – Damen has developed a standard range.
However, although these vessels are based on a standard design, they can
be equipped with a large range of options to meet specific customer
requirements. Our standard designs can be tailor-made according to
customer wishes or we can of course, start from scratch to design a unique
vessel. All of these options are no problem with Damen’s far-reaching
capabilities.

fcs 2610

fcs 3307

fcs 2008
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high speed support vessels: damen FCS
For each type of vessel Damen has
developed a full standard range to meet
customer requirements.

standard or custom-made
Damen is your partner for both standard designs and for unique
custom designs. We have decades of experience, a diverse portfolio of
products and all the in-house expertise needed. All of this will ensure
the best end result.

Wide range of standard hulls in stock

Standard hulls can be finished to your requirements

Our standardisation policy means: being able to build hulls quickly and keep
them in stock so that we can rapidly respond to any vessel order.

hulls in stock

proven design, short term delivery

The whole process of receiving an offer, outfitting the stock hull, holding sea trials
and finally customer acceptance can be achieved in as little as four months – half
the time of the competition – worldwide. We build standard hulls for a variety of
vessel types, allowing us to complete them faster for the customer. Our designs
are completed with intricate detail, so fully-finished vessels can be produced
quickly and efficiently from our shipyards worldwide – where our customers are.
We have devoted years to refining our engineering processes, streamlining our
supply chains and hull fabrication processes. Our customers reap the benefits of
this through efficient delivery with an optimum price-quality ratio.

Standardisation ensure short delivery times
The delivery time of a Damen standardised vessel is considerably
shorter than a conventionally built vessel due to years of refining
the engineering, supplier chain and hull fabrication processes.

vessel in stock

offer

engineering

installation of options

trials & delivery

all within 4 months

conventional shipbuilding
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order

production standard vessel

order

Engineering & standardisation
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damen standard

engineering

start production
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Damen’s extensive R&D department represents a powerful
force, especially when combined with the Dutch maritime
technology cluster.
All Damen vessels benefit from thorough R&D from their initial
design, throughout the vessel’s entire lifetime. Our team is
continuously improving our vessels, making them faster, quieter,
more cost-efficient and more environmentally friendly. Many
years of research have also led to some truly pioneering designs
such as the Enlarged Ship Concept and the Sea Axe.

damen’s backbone
research & development

HSE: the key factor of your operation
When working offshore HSE is a key factor of your operation. The Damen vessels are
developed with providing the safe, comfortable ride to work. With the Twin Axe, Damen
has been able to reduce vertical accelerations in comparison with standard work class
catamarans by 60% which significantly improves safety on board. The design has been
optimized to gain safer and at a higher significant wave height access to the turbine
as what has been the standard in the market until now. The Damen R&D effort has led
to a vessel which has become the mainstay in the market often heralded by the users
as the best vessel out there with the highest achievable safety standards.

Dutch maritime knowledge
All Damen vessels benefit from knowledge gathered during
ongoing research programmes within the Group.
Damen works alongside world-renowned research institutes
like Delft University of Technology, Maritime Research Institute
Netherlands (MARIN) and the Netherlands Organisation of
Applied Scientific Research (TNO), as well as other reputed
universities and leading maritime companies.

the axe bow concept
Since the eighties, Damen and Delft University of Technology
have cooperated in a research programme aimed at improving the
seakeeping characteristics of high speed vessels. In the beginning
of the 21st century, the “Axe Bow Concept” was developed, a hull
shape with unparallelled sea-keeping characteristics. Based on
this concept, Damen has developed the “Sea Axe” Patrol Vessels
and Fast Crew Suppliers.

developing the twin axe
The Damen Twin Axe is designed and engineered in full 3D.
This enables Damen to efficiently plan and execute the
construction. Every space in the vessel is virtually fitted-out to
evaluate weight and performance, as well as to create efficient
lay-outs. 3D engineering forms the point of departure for
complex logistical processes that make global construction
possible.

Because the offshore wind industry is a sustainable business,
we have taken the same approach: seeking sustainable
business solutions. Our continuous research aims to improve
the environmental performance of our designs in anticipation
of higher environmental regulatory requirements. We are
investigating retro-fitting of new ballast water treatment
systems to older ships without dry-docking. Already we have
improved our paint-spraying technology to reduce our paint
consumption by a third.
We buy wind power energy for our headquarters in
Gorinchem. We seek to achieve sustainable manufacturing
processes. We aim for continuous product improvement.
As part of our Corporate Social Responsibility policy, we
are developing vessels with our own E3 principles.
By incorporating these principles, we take into account the
issues surrounding climate change, while remaining aware
that ship-owners need to be profitable. E3 encompasses
CO2, NOX and SOX emissions, water and sewage emissions,
waste streams and oil leaks, paint-types, a Green Passport
(including relevant supplier information) and more.

Sustainability

Through the entire lifecycle

sustainable vessels for sustainable industry
Environmentally friendly – Efficient in operation – Economically feasible
Currently, the PSV 3300, the ASD Tug 2810 Hybrid and the Ecoliner, an LNG
inland barge with an air-lubricated hull, have achieved Damen E3 status. At the
end of its working life, we look to ensure our vessels can be easily recycled,
through easy disassembly. This starts with smart design and careful selection
of components and materials during construction and it allows us to trace
hazardous materials to facilitate easier recycling.

global presence
Founded in the Netherlands

The Netherlands
Damen Shipyards Gorinchem
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utility vessel: perfect for survey and research

Damen Multi Cats are
being seen as the
workhorses of the
marine construction
industry and first
being built by
Damen.
These vessels are
commonly used in
the offshore wind
for Survey work
– Vibrocoring etc,
again due to good
deck space, the
ability to work easily
over the side or bow,
and good station
keeping abilities.

multi cat

The “Shoalbuster” is a
trademarked name for
a multirole, small to
medium size Anchor
Handling Tug, designed
and built by Damen.
Introduced in the mid
90’s, the name derives
from its shallow draft
which is the main
attribute of this vessel
class.
The fact that the name
has become so well
known in the marine
support vessel industry
is testament to the
effectiveness of the
design.

shoalbuster

Damen vessels can be deployed in all stages of an offshore wind farm,
assisting research, information gathering, crew supply, cable laying,
transport and feedering, turbine installation and more.

survey

Our vessels are in high demand for these roles and are among the workhorses of
the offshore marine construction sector. We have several types which can fulfill this
role, such as the Multi Cat, Shoalbuster, Utility Vessel 5312, Research Vessel 3609,
Heavy Lift Vessel 1800, and High Speed SupportVessel FCS 2610 and FCS 2008.

research vessel 6615

hydro graphic coastal survey vessel

research vessel 3609

“Jumbo Offshore has successfully completed its TP-installation project
for the Greater Gabbard Offshore Wind Farm (GGOWF), off the UK’s
south-east coast. Jumbo’s DP2 Heavy Lift Vessel Jumbo Javelin installed
131 TP’s (out of 140 in the field) with a record-breaking installation
speed of more than 1 TP per day. The job included leveling and grouting
operations. This is the first time that TP’s have been transported and
installed using a free floating vessel on Dynamic Position.”
This is just the proof that Damen with its vessels strives be in
the leading role as you would expect of us.

heavy lift vessel at work

stan pontoons for transport of tp's

Installation
Damen's Offshore Carrier series has been newly introduced to the marine construction market
to offer a versatile platform for the transport of turbine nacelles, transition pieces and other
equipment. Our Heavy Lift Vessel design has been successfully used to set record-breaking
installation times for a new North Sea offshore wind farm.
Our Stan Pontoons and tugs can be combined to transport transition pieces, while the Combi
Freighter 3850 is ideally suited to carry nacelles, tower elements or blades.
Damen’s newly designed Utility Vessel 5314, equipped with cranes, offers large and flexible
deck space to perform a variety of offshore roles, while Multi Cats can assist with in-harbour
and offshore transport applications.

offshore carrier 8500

offshore carrier 8500

The new, 119 m Damen Offshore Carrier
8500 offers up to 2,300 m² of unobstructed
deck space. Due to its high fuel efficiency,
it can remain offshore for up to 65 days.
This is a new breed of multi-purpose vessel,
offering the option of acting in a feeder
role for installation of nacelles, transition
pieces, and monopile foundations.
The design allows flexibility in purpose.
Ro-ro operations can be carried out
efficiently and modules can be secured
throughout. A very efficient ballast system
and the ability to handle ro-ro over the
stern and sides are other important
advantages.

offshore carrier 8500 as cable layer

stan tugs and stan pontoons for the transport of parts

shoalbuster assisting

Damen's first transport barge was built in 1979. Since then we have
continued to develop new answers for marine transport challenges,
using ever-improving barge and pontoon designs. Our standard range
comprises Stan Pontoons, submersible pontoons, floating docks,
pipe-laying barges, accommodation barges and more.
We offer customised design too.
Our aim is simple: high quality combined with attractive pricing.
Nearly all types are available from stock and we can deliver in weeks
or even just days.

container feeder 3850 is fit for the transport of wind turbine propellors

installation

Damen Multi Cats are
standard, multi-purpose
work vessels for the offshore
wind industry.
These compact vessels – with
an ergonomic wheelhouse,
allowing 360 degrees visibility
and all communication and
navigation equipment within
direct reach – are up for almost
every task.

multi cat assisting transports in harbour and at sea

Damen delivers Trailing
Suction Hopper Dredgers
with a hopper capacity of up
to 2,500 m³ and a dredging
depth capability up to
22 metres for leveling
seabed and trenching for
cables.

TRAILING SUCTION HOPPER DREDGER 750

offshore feeder 6000: developed for offshore logistics

The Damen Offshore Feeder
(DOF) offers the unique
possibility to combine offshore
logistic with the shipping
market to ensure high
flexibility for year around
utilisation.
The DOF is developed for the
offshore logistic. Its capability
to combine ‘open top’ sailing
with its dynamic positioning
offers the possibility to
transport all types of cargoes
to offshore locations and to
perform safe loading/
unloading from a steady
platform without operating
the hatchcovers.

shoalbuster

utility Vessel 5314: the allround vessel for offshore wind

wfmb 9127
CAPACITY (days)
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wfmb 7120
CAPACITY (days)
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wind farm maintenance barge

Offshore wind farm maintenance needs dedicated and specialist vessels;
as wind farms tend to be built further offshore, maintenance crew needs to
stay longer in the field. That’s why Damen designs and builds a dedicated
accommodation and work barge, the Wind Farm Maintenance Barge (WFMB).
The WFMB uses a 4- or 8-point mooring system and/or Dynamic Positioning
System for maximum stability to perform maintenance activities.
The accommodation which the barge offers is spacious and comfortable so
the crew is well rested and ready for the job.

The Utility Vessel 5314 concept
has been designed for inshore and
offshore operations. This vessel
can be fitted with a DP2 propulsion
system and an offshore crane to
support wind farm maintenance
works. Despite the shallow
draught of 4.3 m, the vessel has a
deadweight of 850 tons, allowing
it to stay at sea for extended
periods of time.
The accommodation houses
stores and/or workshops, a
meeting room, office, a large
mess and dayroom, the galley
and accompanying stores.

The FCS 2610 can be seen
as the most suitable vessel
available in the market.
The High Speed Support Vessel
FCS 2610 is a fast, stable and
safe offshore working platform.
Its revolutionary Twin Axe Bow
enables the FCS 2610 to cut
through the waves effortlessly
while maintaining a stable speed
of more than 20 knots. This
design reduces slamming and
vertical accelerations up to 60%.
Currently active vessels have
been transferring crew in 2.5 Hs.
high speed support vessel FCS 2008

high speed support vessel FCS 2610

easy access with the high speed support vessel

Because maintenance is an all-year task, Damen vessels are developed to
operate all year, in a variety of roles or for specialist functions and with a low
ownership cost.

maintenance

Purpose-built as an accommodation and work unit, the Wind Farm Maintenance
Barge is configured for longer offshore voyages. It has either a four or eight point
mooring system, and it can be fitted with dynamic positioning to enhance its
station-keeping characteristics. Spacious and comfortable accommodation is
provided, ensuring maintenance crews are well rested and ready for offshore
work.
With an endurance of up to 60 days, this design can be configured for 36 to
100 passengers, with a crew of 28 to 40. Our twin-hull, high speed 20-26 m
maintenance support vessels offer high transit speeds up to 26 knots, a versatile
platform for a range of offshore maintenance functions and safe crew transfer.

FCS 2008
PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS
length
beam o.a.
depth at sides

19,5 m
8,4 m
2,90 m

deck area
deck cargo cap.
industrial personnel

50.0 m²
8t
12

power range
speed

1,000 – 1,600 bkW
20.0 – 26.0 kn

FCS 2610

25,75 m
10.40 m
2.90 m
90.0 m²
15 t
12 – 24
1,200 – 1,800 bkW
20.0 – 26.0 kn

training

spare parts

service agreements & repairs

damen services

damen assists customers in achieving their goals
Damen offers a wide-ranging portfolio of customer support services,
covering the complete vessel’s lifecycle; from start-up, through
deployment to lifetime extension.
We help our customers achieve their goals in terms of uptime, reliability
and costs. By working closely with the customer, Damen Services is able
to develop and improve its portfolio to meet any specific requirements.
If a ship is unable to sail to a Damen Ship Repair & Conversion Yard, then
Damen Repair & Conversion, in cooperation with Damen Services, is
capable of executing maintenance and repair activities on a location
indicated by the customer.

complete lifecycle support
start - up

deployment

life - time extension

commissioning
& trials
maintenance
management
solutions

technical
assistance
repair &
conversion

customer
service
agreements
ship delivery
warranty
support

One-stop-shop
Maintenance Management
Solutions assist our customers in
performing preventive maintenance.
The Damen Asset Management
Operating System (DAMOS), in
combination with a spare part
delivery solution, is developed
to maximize vessel uptime and
minimize operational costs.

training

reCYCLING
parts

@
damos planned maintenance system

services portal

civil works

modular constructions

green

consultancy
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